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7A Class with (left to right) Mr. Shareef, Mr. Spencer, Ms. Shamidha, Ms. Ghanaya, Ms. Lourdes our Assistant Head Teacher, and Ms. Shimaa.

Clevertech-
Reading:

Clevertech-
Reading:

Nahla-wa- Nahil Super Speller
(English)

Super Speller
(Arabic)

Youssef Ashraf

Star  of the
Month

 Momen Elayan

 Ubaidullah Raziq
Syed Shaban

Mushfiqur Rahman

Mohamed Asim

Rayan Muwafaq

Yousef Salah

Yousef Majid

Mushfiqur Rahman

Momen Ibrahim

 S.M.Amirul

Mushfiqur Rahman,

Syed Shaban

Ahmed Elneweshy

Super Speller
(Arabic)

 Rayan Muwafaq

Abdalrahman Zuhair 

 Omama Amgad

Students 
who have shown

Improvement
(english)

Students 
who have shown

Improvement
((Chemistry and

Physics))

Best 
Behaved Child

Ubaidullah 

Youssef Ashraf 

Mohd. Asim 

 Yousuf Majid  

Al Hamd 

Mushfiqur Rahman 

 Syed Shaban

Best 
Dressed Child

Syed Shaban,

Mushfiqur Rahman

S.M.  Amirul
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...Students' Appreciation Day!...

7B Class with (left to right) Ms. Shimaa, Ms. Lourdes our Assistant Head Teacher, Ms. Agnes, Head Teacher, Ms. Ghanaya, Ms. Shamidha,  and Mr. Shareef.

Nahla-wa- Nahil

Star  of the
Month

Clevertech-
Reading:

Super Speller
(English)

Malak Salah 

Subaita Sarwar

Justine Gabrielle

Clevertech-
Reading:

 Fatima Shafqat

Aamina Zaheer

Fatima Shafqat

Malak Salah
 

Super Speller
(English)

Aamina Zaheer

Fatima Shafqat

Leigh Summer

Malak Salah

Super Speller
(English)

 Maya Moataz

Yusra Zahid

Super Speller
(Arabic)

Super Speller
(Arabic)

Math Wizard

Best Behaved
Child

Best Dressed
Child

Students who have
shown Improvement

(english)

Yusra Zahid

 Saba

Fatima Shafqat

Malak Salah 

Maya Motaz.

Yusra Zahid 

 Joudi Jehad

Maya

Leigh Summer

Leigh Summer

Justine

 Aimie

Students who have
shown Improvement

(Chemistry & physics)

Misha Rafiq 

Julia Hany 

Julia Hany 

Joudi Jihad 

Aamina Zaheer

Students who
have shown
Improvement

(math)

Sophia

Anbar

...Student Council Assembly...
During the ADEK inspection, our

Student Council members
conducted the assembly as a

gesture to remember the journey
of all the events that EIS had

within the first year of
conception. A glimpse of a few

important events were displayed
by our students. The students

council members officially signed
off from a fruitful academic year
2022 – 2023. It was an emotional

moment for all of us. 
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...World Environment Day...
The importance of the environment and how to keep
the surroundings clean has always been a priority in

EIS. Grade 7 pledged on ways  to protect the
environment for a better, safe and healthy future on

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY.
 

...LEMA Programme...

LEMA Programme is an ADEK initiative that teaches students through entertainment and interactive workshops to inspire future leaders
and strengthen their capabilities in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. Our Grade 7 students were engrossed in the

science activity by involving themselves.  

World Environment Day video of Grade 7A



Syed Shahban, Mushfiqur Rahman, 
Al Hamd & Rayan Badawieh
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...Magne-Physics!!...
Students investigate

and describe the

pattern of magnetic

field lines using a

magnet and iron filings

in their curiosity lab. 

Our young curious

scientists' eager in

investigating and

describing the

pattern of magnetic

field using a magnet

and pencil in their

curiosity lab. 

Julia Hany and Sophia Bico                    Justine Gabrielle and Farah Ismat              Abdul Rahman Zohair and Asim Osama, Amirul Islam and Ibrahim  Adil  

Yusra Zahid and Joudi Darwin                Yousef Ashraf and Omar Mohd.       Gloria Sunny and
 Farah Ismat 

Rayan Badaweih,
Yousef Salah, and

Ubaidullah

...Clubs - can't hide our PRIDE!...

Farha Ismat & Julia Hany Justine Gabrielle
Youssef Ashraf, Fares Ahmed & Ubaidullah

Mohamed
 

Students getting involved in various exciting clubs helps them to learn different vocational skills which help them develop and
“Get ready for Life”.

Momen Ibrahim Mohd. Asim, Osama Gaffer Fatima Shafqat &
Yusra Zahid

Ahmed
Elnewishy

Hala Moataz, Leigh Summer
and

 Misha Ragiq



...Our stars at work!...
FASHION IS IMPORTANT

 
Nowadays, fashion is an integral part of our lives. It plays a significant role in
how we present ourselves to the world and how we interact with others. 

On one hand, fashion is important because it is a way of communicating our
personality, mood and emotions to the world. For instance, a well fitted suit can
make a person feel more confident and powerful, while colourful dress can make
a person feel more cheerful and energetic. In addition, fashion is also a way to
express creativity. It allows us to experiment with different styles, colours, and
patterns, and create a unique look that reflects our personality. 

On the other hand, fashion can be a disadvantage because it’s expensive. Many
people feel pressure to keep up with the latest trends, which can be costly.
Additionally fashion can create unrealistic beauty standards and often promotes
certain body type and look. To illustrate, people who may be exposed to an
unrealistic body image shown on billboards, social media. Runways or in
magazines may lead to body image issues and eating disorders as people may feel
pressured to conform to these standards.

To conclude, fashion plays an important role in society. In my opinion, people
shouldn’t be influenced by everything they see on the internet as it isn’t difficult
to deceive people. 

 
Fatima Shafqat – 7B
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LOVE IS A LIE
 

Love is a lie that taunts and tortures,
Taking our hearts for its own reward

It lures us then leaves us to die
It rocks our soul with its sharpened sword.

 
It makes us blind and causes us pain

It turns the tender heart to stone
It promises a future it can’t contain

It could have been a blessing but it leaves us
alone.

 
Love is a lie and I will not fall 

So I’ll wrap my heart in a cocoon
And rise from its ashes like a phoenix.

 
By

Malak Salah
 

...10 Minutes Journal... 
A  note to my English

Teacher
 

Dear Ms. Samidha, I’ve
always liked your teaching

style. It’s like a love and
hate relationship. You are
a marvelous teacher but
also notorious for your
stackful of homework

everyday. Students usually
hate homework but love
your passion and your

unique way of teaching. 
S. M. Amirul – 7A

 

Animals
 

If one hasn’t loved an
animal a part of one’s

life remains
unawaken. These four

legged species are
such great friends they
pass neither comments
nor criticism. Animals
are our whole life but
they make our life a
whole which makes

them completely
different from

humans.

Mossamat Saba - 7B
 

The Moon
 

A serene, ethereal, mystical
friend you feel so close to yet

so far away from. The
beauty, the gentleness, the
peace it holds cannot be

related to any other. When
the hope is lost and anguish

absorbs the dense air, the
floating savior of space

practically enlightens the
road to shore. Even with no

voice or expression, the
moon assures you and

consoles you like no other.
Oh the moon, the

gratefulness for you can’t be
expressed enough. 

Yusra Zahid - 7B
 

The Sounds I like best and why
 

The vibrations of delight
sound kiss your eardrums
and sooth the mind. They

remind you of blissful
flashbacks and memories.
When I hear the words of
truth from the “Quran”
nothing stops me from

following the traces of my
emotions. Fears burst out,
bad memories go out. The

words of the Almighty
help through palpitations
and rough times. As your

ashes come back into
reality by admiring the

sound of placidness.
Mushfiqur Rahman – 7A
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...National Identity - our priority...
English reading comprehension 

 

UAE English – Misha Rafiq
Mushfiqur Rahman S.M. Amirul Mohamed

...A love for Arabic ...

Julia Hany Malak Salah Farah Ismat



Thank you for embedding
in us strong values and

morals in our life. 
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...Father’s Day is a day to rejoice 
and honour our proud Fathers...

 Students joyfully and
happily express their

thoughts and personal
messages as a gesture of

love and gratitude to
their Father.  
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 YEAR-END SCHOOL PARTY

Editor of the mOnth 

Syed Shahban
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...Teachers' Appreciation Day...

GL Assessment Mentors

Ms. Shamidha our Educational Rockstar 

Staff Appreciation Day at Excel International School was a euphoric celebration, an extraordinary event where the heartbeat
and essence of EIS were acknowledged and cherished. Every single member of the staff, from the dedicated teachers who mold

young minds, to the tireless support staff who create a nurturing environment, and the efficient admin staff who ensure
smooth operations, was wholeheartedly recognized for their unwavering commitment and exceptional contributions. It was a
day brimming with gratitude, radiating a sense of unity, and affirming that the collective effort of this remarkable team is the

very foundation upon which EIS stands tall.

Ms. Ghanaya - Math Ms. Shamidha - English Ms. Nilofer  and Ms. Mariet- Science

Gratitude video 

 presentation for the

teachers.

Ms. Rddhi -  Admin. Superstar

Ms. Agnes and Ms. Lourdes receiving the certificate of appreciation.
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SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN and
 SELF-EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

(REVIEW SESSION)
Our Head Teacher Ms. Agnes Nathaniel, conducting a review

session on School Development Plan and Self-Evaluation
 

Framework as it is almost the end of the academic year and we
need to review all our tasks and have to develop a new SDP for

the forthcoming year. It was an interactive session, where
teachers were questioned on different standards in the SDP

and SEF. 
 

The session was very informative, especially for new teachers
as they are also part of the committee to analyze the result,

feedback and work on the areas of development.
 

"We are honoured to receive certificates from ADEK
for participating in the Intel Train the Trainer program.

Through this course, our educators gained invaluable
knowledge and skills, learning about the latest teaching

methodologies and incorporating technology in the
classroom. The certificate recognizes their dedication
to professional development, enabling them to provide

enhanced learning experiences for our students. This
course has empowered our teachers to deliver quality

education and foster innovation in our school
community" - Ms. Reena Jacqueline Mysore.

(center)  Mrs. Reena , EIS Phase Coordinator and Mrs. Raniya, Grade 3C homeroom teacher
with the Intel Program representative.

.....Intel Program.....


